
   Poetry Month

 The Death of the Hat
A Brief History of Poetry in 50 Objects
by Paul B. Janeczko

ISBN: 9780763669638
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Candlewick
Pub. Date: 2015-03-10
Pages: 80
Price: $20.00

A celebrated duo reunites for a look at poems through history inspired by objects--earthly and celestial--reflecting the time in which each poet lived.

A book-eating moth in the early Middle Ages. A peach blossom during the Renaissance. A haunted palace in the Victorian era. A lament for the hat in
contemporary times. Poetry has been a living form of artistic expression for thousands of years, and throughout that time poets have found inspiration in
everything from swords to stamp albums, candles to cobwebs, manhole covers to the moon. In The Death of the Hat: A Brief History of Poetry in 50
Objects, award-winning anthologist Paul B. Janeczko presents his fiftieth book, offering young readers a quick tour of poets through the ages. Breathing
bright life into each selection is Chris Raschka's witty, imaginative art.

 Firefly July
A Year of Very Short Poems
by Paul B. Janeczko

ISBN: 9780763648428
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Candlewick
Pub. Date: 2014-03-11
Pages: 48
Price: $19.00

Celebrated poet and anthologist Paul B. Janeczko pairs with Caldecott Honoree Melissa Sweet for a collection of short poems to sample and savor. 

It only takes a few words, if they're the right words, to create a strong image. Whether listened to in the comfort of a cozy lap or read independently, the
thirty-six very short poems in this collection remind readers young and old that a few perfect words and pictures can make the world glow. Selected by
acclaimed poet Paul B. Janeczko and gorgeously illustrated by Melissa Sweet, Firefly July: A Year of Very Short Poems invites children to sample poems
throughout the four seasons.
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 Hip Hop Speaks to Children

A Celebration of Poetry with a Beat
by Nikki Giovanni

ISBN: 9781402210488
Binding: Unknown 
Series: A Poetry Speaks Experience
Publisher: Sourcebooks
Pub. Date: 2008-10-01
Pages: 80
Price: $24.99

NOW A NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER AND INCLUDED IN THE BOOKLIST TOP 10 ART BOOKS FOR YOUTH! 
 Our consensus is Hip Hop Speaks to Children is the most essential poetry purchase to make this year.
 The poetry is enough.
 The illustrations are enough.
 The CD is enough.
 Together, this book is a treasure of which you cannot get enough.
 We shall accomplish much this year. Children will be encouraged to put their words to poetry and beats. Teachers will be encouraged to allow the artists to
speak to children.
 --Diane Chen, School Library Journal blog "Practically Paradise"
 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 Hip Hop Speaks to Children is a celebration of poetry with a beat. 
 Poetry can have both a rhyme and a rhythm. Sometimes it is obvious; sometimes it is hidden. But either way, make no mistake, poetry is as vibrant and
exciting as it gets. And when you find yourself clapping your hands or tapping your feet, you know you've found poetry with a beat!
 Like Poetry Speaks to Children, the New York Times Bestsel ...

 Hypnotize a Tiger
Poems About Just About Everything
by Calef Brown

ISBN: 9780805099287
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Henry Holt and Co.
Pub. Date: 2015-03-17
Pages: 144
Price: $20.50

This is the first longer-format, middle-grade collection from #1New York Times-bestselling author-illustrator Calef Brown. Moving away from the picture
book format offers Calef the opportunity to tackle a variety of themes and poetry styles as well as reach a slightly older audience.Hypnotize a Tiger is chock-
full of Calef's zany black-and-white artwork and features his wonderfully inventive characters and worlds - from the completely nonviolent and silent" Lou
Gnome to Percival, the impetuous (and none-too-sensible) lad who believes he is invincible, to Hugh Jarm (who has a huge arm, natch!). It's a whimsical
world: creative, fun, and inspiring!"

 I Carry Your Heart With Me
by E.e. Cummings

ISBN: 9781937359522
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Cameron + Company
Pub. Date: 2014-04-01
Pages: 32
Price: $22.95

A children's adaptation of E.E. Cummings' well-loved poem, beautifully illustrated by Mati Rose McDonough. Showing the strong bond of love between
mother and child, within nature and throughout life, Cummings' heartfelt words expressed through McDonough's lovely illustrations combine to create a
fresh yet classic portrayal of love.I Carry Your Heart With Me  is a children's adaptation of the beloved E. E. Cummings poem, beautifully illustrated by
Mati Rose McDonough. Showing the strong bond of love between mother and child, within nature and throughout life, Cummings' heartfelt words expressed
through McDonough's lovely illustrations combine to create a fresh, yet classic, portrayal of love. First published by Liveright Publishing in 1952 in
Complete Poems: 1904-1962  by E. E. Cummings, as "[i carry your heart with me (i carry it in]," I Carry Your Heart With Me  has become a classic and very
popular poem over the years. McDonough's illustrations provide a new artistic interpretation on this familiar poem.
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 If

by Rudyard Kipling

ISBN: 9781568462592
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: The Creative Company
Pub. Date: 2014-04-01
Pages: 32
Price: $23.50

When Rudyard Kipling wrote the poem If-" in 1909, he was addressing his 12-yearold son, John, who would die in battle a few short years later during
World War I. The famous author's words soon inspired a nation, and the poem has twice been voted Great Britain's favorite. Italian illustrator Giovanni
Manna melds the innocence of childhood with the encouraging sentiments expressed by Kipling's words in this tender portrayal of fatherly advice."

 Out and About
A First Book of Poems
by Shirley Hughes

ISBN: 9780763676445
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Candlewick
Pub. Date: 2015-03-10
Pages: 56
Price: $19.00

The internationally acclaimed Shirley Hughes offers a treasury of seasonal poems that evoke the day-to-day experiences of the very young.

In this joyous collection of poems, Katie and her little brother, Olly, are ready for whatever each day offers--sunshine, wind, rain, mist, or snow. From the
happy sights and sounds of the beach to the quiet beauty of leaves in a rain puddle, this exuberant volume captures to perfection the everyday wonder of
being out and about.

 A Pond Full Of Ink
by Annie M. G. Schmidt

ISBN: 9780802854339
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Eerdmans Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-03-07
Pages: 34
Price: $21.00

This delightful collection of poems offers children and the young at heart a refreshing, inventive look at the world from the well-known Dutch author, Annie
Schmidt. The rollicking poems tell the stories of such intriguing characters as three elderly otters who long to go boating but find themselves biking instead,
animated furniture that comes to life when no one is home, and Aunt Sue and Uncle Steve who nest up in a tree!The poems in A Pond Full of Ink transform
ordinary events and places into extraordinary adventures full of imagination, much like the work of Shel Silverstein or Jack Prelutsky. Accompanying the
poems is bold and expressive artwork that makes this book too charming to resist.
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 To This Day

For the Bullied and Beautiful
by Shane Koyczan

ISBN: 9781554516391
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Annick Press
Pub. Date: 2014-09-11
Pages: 72
Price: $19.95

An authentic rallying cry for anyone who has been affected by bullying.   
  In February 2013, Shane Koyczan's passionate anti-bullying poem "To This Day" electrified the world. An animated video of the lyric narrative went viral,
racking up over 12 million hits to date and inspiring an international movement against bullying in schools. Shane later performed the piece to sustained
applause on the stage of the 2013 annual TED Conference.   
  Now this extraordinary work has been adapted into an equally moving and visually arresting book. Thirty international artists, as diverse as they are
talented, have been inspired to create exceptional art to accompany "To This Day." Each page is a vibrant collage of images, colors and words that will
resonate powerfully with anyone who has experienced bullying themselves, whether as a victim, observer, or participant.   
  Born of Shane's own experiences of being bullied as a            child, To This Day expresses the profound and lasting effect of bullying on an individual,
while affirming the strength and inner resources that allow people to move beyond the experience. A heartfelt preface and afterword, along with resources
for kids affected by bullying, make this book an invaluable centerpiece of the anti-bullying movement.   
  See the video version of the poem on YouTube:  www.youtube.com/watch?v=ltun92DfnPY
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